
**The Journalism of H. G. Wells: List of Errata**

The following errors in David Smith's bibliography should be noted. I am grateful to John Hammond, Lyman Sargent, and Emelyne Godfrey for pointing these out. Another list may be published subsequently as further errors come to light. The errors are identified by item numbers.

64. The schools described in 'The Academy for Young Gentlemen' are Holt Academy and Morley's Academy in Bromley, not Midhurst Grammar School.

74. 'Of a Book Unwritten' appeared in the English Illustrated Magazine in January 1902, not November 1901.

107. 'The Island of Opera' appeared on 24, not 25 November 1894.

137, 192. 'A Misunderstood Artist' and 'The Man with a Nose' were collected in *Select Conversations with an Uncle*.

309. Correct title is 'The Palmy Days of the Universities', not 'University'.

343, 365, 435, 478 and General Index: In all these entries, the name 'Sylvanus Thayer' or 'Sylvanus P. Thayer' should be changed to 'Silvanus Thomspn'. The cross-references in no. 343 should be to 365, 435 and 478. Those in no. 365 should be to 343, 435 and 478.


512. The date in the title of this instalment of 'A Story of the Days to Come' is 2090, not 1996.

515, 516. For these instalments of 'A Story of the Days to Come' the volume number is 19, not 18.

693. This item should be removed as it is Vernon Lee's comment on Wells, not Wells's comment on Lee. See Correspondence, vol. 2, p. 126. It is not known if Wells responded in print.

826-831. The English Review printed seven, not six instalments of 'The New Machiavelli' between May and November 1910. The pagination of some of these instalments should be corrected as follows: June, pp. 532-63; September, pp. 270-308; October, pp. 477-511; November, pp. 682-702.

894. The full title of the article in Cassell's Magazine ns. 16 (July 1913) is 'The Future is as Fixed and Determinate as the Past'.

2175. Correct pagination for 'The Teaching University of London' is pp. 149-50. In my editorial view, this 1895 Saturday Review article no longer merits consideration as a 'strong Wells possibility'.

General Index: under 'Robins, Elizabeth', add 'see also Raimond, C. E.'

Patrick Parrinder